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Truely one of the premier songwriters of our time - Darren Block blends Modern accoustic Folk with

introspective lyrical poetry and intricate harmonies. A rare find. 11 MP3 Songs FOLK: Modern Folk,

COUNTRY: Country Folk Details: "Darren Block is undeniably one of the finest songwriters to emerge in

decades. Barely once in a generation does a singer and poet come along that so completely satisfies the

soul of the listener. Heart, mind and spirit converge and boil over on his debut CD, "Alone." Do yourself a

favor and get swept away into this one like I did. You'll be listing to this artist for a long, long time." J.D

Souther ******************** "When you listen to "Alone" - listen to it alone. It's like one of those great early

seventies albums that you can't stop playing. Every time you hear it, it has a deeper meaning. I highly

recommend listening to it on headphones." Paul Ovitz ******************** Darren has opened for America,

Leon Redbone, Burton Cummings, The Animals and many more... "It was a pleasure to have Darren

open for me on my solo tour. Generally I'm too busy preparing before a show to listen to an opening act,

but after the first song I was captivated and sat for his entire forty-five minute set. As a songwriter myself I

was taken away to that beautiful place that only perfect music can transport you." Burton Cummings

******************** "Songs come to me in a burst - all at once and I have to scramble to put them together

before they disappear. The words, the music, the harmonies, everything. I've never considered myself a

musician because I can't really take credit for the songs - they just arrive. I'm a very lucky conduit for

some divine energy. Down the line I always learn something from every song - like a personal prophecy

that I can't decipher until I need it - some songs I don't even understand until years later. I am continually

humbled and grateful." Darren Block ******************** Check out DarrenBlockMusicfor more great things

to see, read and buy. Poetry, Books, Original Oil Paintings, Photos, Song Lyrics and much more.

******************** THE NEW ALBUM IS HERE. JUST GO TO THE SEARCH BOX AND TYPE IN
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